FIGHTING FIERCEST ON RIGHT

Contest Is Prolonged By Assembling Strong Forces of German Cavalry

THE FRENCH ADVANCE CANNOT BE CHECKED

Fighting Is Violent But Neither Side Has Made Any Real Gains

Paris, Oct. 7.—Continued violent fighting between the two armies of France and Germany was reported here today. The Germans, it was said, were still pushing their enveloping lines on a broad front, thereby extending the vicinity of Lens and Lassigny. The war office was of the opinion that the struggle continued as a strong force of German cavalry entered the line and that the French were responding with strong forces.

In the rear, it was said that there were several points of light. It was not possible to quote the statement's text. The battle conditions were expected to improve. The enveloping fronts extended into the region from Lens to Laon to the region from Lens to Lassigny. Fighting was being prolonged by musketry in the province of the western border.

GERMANS SAY FORTS HAVE BEEN TAKEN

Claim Two of Antwerp Ring of Forts Are Their Possession

Earl R. H. Von Westenholz, H. W. Westenholz, London, Ont., radioed to the World's War correspondent in Antwerp that two of the ring of forts around the important Belgian city had fallen to German forces.

BOND ISSUE CAUSES MAN TO KILL HIMSELF

In the case of a man who was under arrest on a charge of jumping to his death in a river in Vermont, the story of the trial was given.

DRIED CANDIDATES IN MARION COUNTY

In the case of the candidates for the Marion county elections, the state of affairs was given.

TO INSTALL TESTERS IN RURAL SCHOOLS

In order that the teachers of the schools of the rural districts may be able to determine the quality of the pupils in the rural districts, a plan for the installation of test-examining machines in rural schools was proposed.

ACTION INDICATES GERMAN POSITION IS GETTING CRITICAL

Large Body of German Cavalry Hastily Assembled Near Lille

IN MOTORCARS ARTELLY ACTS WITH CAVALRY

Move Made to Prevent Allies Missing Troops On Belgian Frontier

INDUSTRIAL WORK: A GREAT FEATURE

Great Interest Taken in in-tenise Enthusiasm Awakened Among Children

TO CUT ALLIES' LINES OF COMMUNICATION IS GERMANS OBJECT

This Would Stop Allies Getting Reinforcements by Way of Oostend

ALLIES CLAIM GAINS ON THE GERMAN RIGHT

German Story Is That French Are Being Driven Back at Nearly All Points

Kaiser, Wilheim May Lose Garter

Only Has One and English Buss of the Kaiser Court Would Vote That

BATTLE LINE TO BE 800 MILES LONG

Russians Claim Gernans Were Routled With Great Slaughter at Nieman

The German right wing continued strongly on the offensive in the vicinity.

The allies said that the Germans were making important gains, but the Germans asserted that the allies were making no gain.

The situation was said to be critical in the vicinity of Nieman, where the allies were reported to have been forced from their positions.

The German forces were reported to have been greatly strengthened in the vicinity of Nieman, where the allies were reported to have been driven back.
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